Introduction.
In this paper P denotes a ring, which is either the ring of integers or the ring of residues modulo a prime.
If M is any finite set we define a chain on M over P as a mapping / of M into P. li aEM then f(a) is the coefficient of a in / The set of all aEM such that/(a) =^0 is the domain \f\ oi f. li f(a) =0 for all a then / is the zero chain on M over P. We denote a zero chain by the symbol 0.
The sum f+g of two chains / and g on M over R is a chain on M over R defined by the following rule:
(1.1) if+g)ia)=fia) + g(a), aEM.
With this definition of addition the chains on M over P are the elements of an additive Abelian group A(M, R). Its zero element is the zero chain on M over R and the negative of a chain/is obtained by multiplying each coefficient in / by -1. We define a chain-group on M over P as any subgroup of
A(M, R).
Let N be any chain-group on M over P. Let ./V* be the class of all chains g on M over R such that (1.2) E/(<0*(«) = o aEM ior all fEN. Then N* is a chain-group on M over P. We call it the dual chain-group of N. A chain/of N is elementary if it is nonzero and there is no nonzero gEN such that \g\ is a proper subset of |/|. If P is the ring of integers we define a primitive chain of N as an elementary chain / of N in which the coefficients f(a) are restricted to the values 0, 1 and -1.
We call N binary if R is the ring of residues mod 2. We call it regular ii R is the ring of integers and to each elementary chain there corresponds a primitive chain with the same domain. Regular chain-groups are studied in [2] . In that paper it is shown that the groups of integral cycles and coboundaries on an oriented graph are regular chain-groups. We write M(N) for the class of domains of elementary chains of N. We shall show that M(N) is a matroid on M. We call it the matroid of N. We call a matroid binary or regular if it is the matroid of a binary or regular chain-group respectively.
This definition of a binary matroid is clearly equivalent to that given in the Introduction to Paper I [3] . [May In this paper we investigate the following problem. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of geometrical structure, that a given matroid shall be (a) binary or (b) regular? The problem of binary matroids is found to present little difficulty; the condition is simply that there shall be just three points on each connected line. For regular matroids we need the homotopy theorem proved in Paper I. The conditions are that the given matroid shall be binary and that two particular figures shall not occur in its geometrical structure. One of these excluded figures is the Fano configuration of seven lines and seven points in a plane. The second is the matroid dual of the Fano configuration.
This means that the two figures represent the matroids of two binary chain-groups each of which is the dual of the other.
The two theorems just quoted are members of an interesting sequence. The third member, with which I hope to deal in another paper, gives the conditions for a given regular chain-group to be the cycle-group or coboundary-group of a graph. The fourth, a famous theorem of Kuratowski [l] gives the conditions for a given graph to be a planar graph. In each case the condition imposed is equivalent to the exclusion of certain geometrical figures from the corresponding matroid. 2. Chain-groups and matroids. Let TV be any chain-group on a set M over R. If r£7? and/£TV we define a chain rf on M over R by the following rule:
By the definition of R the chain rf can always be represented as a sum of chains, each equal to/ or -/. Hence rf is always a chain of TV. Proof. If possible choose S so that the theorem fails and dS has the least value consistent with this. Then dS^O for otherwise S is null and the theorem is trivially true.
Choose aES. Since S is a flat of M(N) there exists a chain foiN such that aE\f\ QS. But d(S-{a}) = dS-l, by 1(2.3). Hence, by the choice of S, there exist dS linearly independent chains of N with domains in (S-{a}). Adjoining/ to these we obtain 7S+1 linearly independent chains of N with domains in S.
We deduce that there exist k = dS+2 linearly independent chains fx, ■ ■ ■ , fk oi N with domains in S. At most k -2 of them have domains in (S-{a}). We can adjust the notation so that aG|/»| if iSs and a(£|/<| if i>s, where s is some integer satisfying 2Ss Sk. For each iSs we write gi=fi(a)fi-fi(a)fx.
Then | gx\ £(S-{a}). By the choice of S we can find elements r2, ■ ■ • , rk of P, not all zero, such that
Writing the left hand side of this equation in terms of the k chains /,-we find that these chains are not linearly independent. This contradiction establishes the theorem. Let N be the chain-group on M generated by the chains f(X).
Then M=M(N).
Proof. Let P be any member of M(N). There exists fEN such that |/| = P. By the definition of N we can find a flat S of Af with the following properties: (i) There is a nonzero rER such that rf is a sum of chains +f(X) with XQS,
(ii) dS has the least value consistent with (i).
If possible choose a GS-P. Write S'=(S{a} Proof. By its definition ilf-S satisfies Axiom I. Suppose (X, Y)EM-S, aEXC\Y and bEX-(Xf\Y).
There exist elements X' and Y' of M such that X = S(~}X' and Y=SC\Y'. Since M satisfies Axiom II there exists CGM such that&GCC(X'UF')-{a}.
By (3.1) there exists ZG MS such that &GZC5C\Ce(XUF)-{a}.
Thus MS satisfies Axiom II. This follows from (3.1).
We define a carrier of M■ S in M as a subset Z of M such that (Af XZ) ■ S = MS, and such that d(Z) has the least value consistent with this property. Such a carrier exists, since (MXM)S = MS. We must have SCZZ. We deduce that 5H7V6£M-5. Hence b<E8(Sr\Xb)Q8(Sr~\ V). Since this is true for all b<=V-(Sr\V)
we have V-(Sr\V)Q8(Sr\V). But 5HF Q8(Sf~\V). The theorem follows.
(3.8) If T is a flat of M-S then dT = d8T.
Proof. If possible choose T so that the theorem fails and cFF has the least value consistent with this. Clearly T is non-null. Choose a£F.
Let U be the union of all points of MS which are subsets of T -{a}.
Now0E7is a subset of the flat {8T-{a}) of MXZ, and SC\(dT-{a} )Q U by (3.3). Hence0LTC(0F-{a}>C6i(Sn(0F-{a}))C0ry, by (3.6) and (3-7)i and therefore 6U= (8T-{a}). Now dU = dT-l in MS and c7(0F-{a}) = d8T-l in MXZ, by 1(2.3). But dU = d8U = d(8T-{a}), by the choice of F. Hence dT = d8T, contrary to the choice of T. 4. Binary and regular matroids. Let TV be a chain-group on a set 717 over the ring R. If /£TV we define the restriction f-S of / to a subset 5 of 717 as that chain on S in which each aES has the same coefficient as in/.
We write A^-S for the class of restrictions to S of the chains of N, and NXS ior the class of restrictions to Sof those chains/of A7 for which |/| C5. It is clear that N-S and NXS are chain-groups on M over P which satisfy the two following identities. we deduce from these results that M=M(N'). Hence M is binary. By a figure of Type BI in a binary matroid Af we mean an assemblage of flats of Af consisting of a plane P, seven distinct lines on P, and the points of intersection of these lines. If X is any point on P there is a line P on P which is not on X, by 1(2.4). There are at most three points on P, by (2.7). Hence at most three lines on P are on A. It follows that each line of the figure is on three distinct points, each of which is on two other lines of the figure, and there can be no eighth line on P. By 1(3.2) the seven lines are connected and therefore P is connected.
The seven lines intersect in threes at seven points and, by 1(3.4), there can be no eighth point on P.
We enumerate the seven lines as Pi, • • • , P7, and denote the point of intersection, if any, of three lines P,-, Lj and Lk by Xijk. We may assume a point Xi35 on Pi, P3 and P8. The line P7, which is not on Ai36, meets Pi, P3 and Lb in points Xi47, X367 and X267. The lines P2 and P4 each meet P3 in its point other than AT6 and X367, which is therefore A234. Similarly the remainings two points of the figure are Xm and A"i26.
We can construct a matroid M having a figure of Type BI on any set S= {<Zi, • • • , a-,} of seven elements. The rule is that Xiik is the set of all elements of S other than a{, aj and ak, and the Xijk are the only points of Af. Axioms I and II are easily verified. We can verify also that the chains mod 2 on S whose domains are the Xiik generate a binary chain-group on S whose [Maŷ^/ Xm y/ X257 vV. By a figure of Type BI1 in a binary matroid M we mean an assemblage of flats of M consisting of a 3-flat E, seven distinct planes of M on E such that no three are on a common line, the 21 lines of intersection of these planes, and those points of E which are common to three or more of the seven planes.
We enumerate the seven planes as Pi, • • • , Pj and write Z,y for the line of intersection of P,-and Pj (0Si<jS7).
By the argument already used for Type BI a point on the line Ltj can be on at most three lines on the plane P,-. It follows that each of the lines Lij is on just three points of the figure, of which one is on just three of the seven planes and each of the others on just four of them. Hence each of the lines L^ is connected. It follows that the planes P,-and the flat E are all connected.
We write Xijk for a point which is on just three planes P,-, Py and Pk of the figure, and Xijki for a point on just four such planes P,-, Pj, Pk and Pi. Each point of the first kind will be on just three lines of the figure, and each point of the second kind on just six. It follows that the figure has just seven points of each kind.
We obtain a detailed notation as follows. The line Ln may be supposed on X147, X1237 and Xim. The line L47 is on two points Y and Z distinct from X147. On P7 each of these is on three lines of the figure meeting Ln in three distinct points. Hence we may suppose Y to be on P27 and P67 while Z is on P37 and Ps7. Then F is X2467 and Z is X3467. The remaining points of the figure on P7 are X367 = (P37C\P67) and X267 = (P27C\P57). The lines Pi3 and Pi4 on Pi meet in a point Xi3ix, since Pi4 is on Xi47. Since no three planes of the figure are on a common line this point cannot have just three suffices in common with any of the points of the figure on P7. It is therefore Xi346. But Xi346 is on the lines Pi3, P14, Pie, P34, P36 and P46-These meet P7 in Xi237, Xi47, Xi567, X3467, X367 and X2467 respectively. The third points on these lines are therefore Xi36, Xi246, Xi26, X234, X2356 and X4B6. We have now accounted for all 14 points of the figure.
We may illustrate this structure in a modification of Figure I of Paper I, The points represented by four-pointed stars are considered to lie on P7 and are accordingly given the extra suffix 7. Zi, Z2 and Z3 are X23M, Xi346 and Xi248 respectively. The disconnected lines ZX\JZ2, Z2\JZ3 and Z3UZX become the connected lines P36, P14 and P2s respectively, meeting P7 in new points X367, Xi47 and X267.
We can construct a matroid M' having a figure of Type BII on the set S= {tii, • • • , a-i}. The rule is that a point Z of the figure is represented by the set of all elements of S with suffices other than those of Z. It may be verified that the resulting 14 sets constitute a binary matroid M' of the required kind on S. Moreover each of the two binary chain-groups on S corresponding to Af and Af' is the dual of the other. Suppose M includes a figure of Type BI. For each line Pj of the figure we choose a,GP-P»-Then P, = (P-{at}) for each P,-, and the seven cells a,-are distinct. There are primitive chains gi, g2 and g3 of N such that |gi| = X234, I g2\ =Xi36 and | g3\ =Xi26. Since each of these chains may be replaced by its negative we may suppose gi(ai) =g2(a2) = g3(a3) =1.
We note that gi(af) =0 if 1 S (i,j) S3 and ij±j. By But these equations are contradictory, for they imply -1 = (016624035)
• (ei5026034)017027037 = (016027017026) (024037027034) (03501703701s) = 1 • Suppose next that M includes a figure of Type BII. We proceed as before, choosing a,££-Pi and taking four primitive chains gi of TV satisfying |gi| = -^1567, \gi\ =Xuoi, \g3\ =XUil and |g4| = -X^56-As the first seven columns of a representative matrix of the regular chain-group NXE associated with the dendroid Ja4, a^, a$, a-i} we then obtain If R = (Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xk) is any nondegenerate path off C in M' we write u(R) = fi t(Xt, Xi+j). ,=i
We proceed to show that u(R) = 1 whenever R is re-entrant. We first note that for any re-entrant path R off C in M' there is a finite integer m(R) which is the least number of elementary deformations with respect to C by which R can be converted into a degenerate path. This follows from the homotopy theorem of Paper I.
If Hence the six lines 6LX on the plane OP of Af are all distinct.
But each is on one of the points QX, 0Fand 9Z, and therefore includes the cell a. Hence there is a seventh distinct line (6P-{a}) on 6P. Thus Af includes a figure of Type BI, contrary to its definition.
If P is of the third kind we have P = (X, F, Z, P, X), where X, F, Z and path we have obtained a contradiction. We deduce that u(R) = 1 whenever P is a nondegenerate re-entrant path off C in M'.
We can partition the points of Af -C into disjoint non-null classes Pi, • • • , Kq such that for any two points X and Y of M' -C there is a path from X to F off C in Af' if and only if X and F belong to the same class K{.
For each class P, we select an arbitrary representative F» and write z>(P,-) = 1. For any other point X in Ki we write
where Q is any path from F,-to X off C in M'. If Q' is any other such path we have u(Q)u(Q') =u(Q~1)u(Q') =u(Q~1Q') = 1, since Q~'Q' is re-entrant. Hence the number v(X) is uniquely defined for each 7V£M' -C when the representatives Ti have been chosen. For each i7£M we define a chain fu on M over the ring of integers as follows.
Suppose a£(7. If U= {a} we write fu(a) = 1 and fu(b)=0 if b^a. If <V^ {a} then U-{a} is a non-null flat of M', by (3.3). The flat 8(U-{a}) of MXZ is t7-{a} or £/, and the former alternative is ruled out by Axiom I. Hence U -{a} is a point X of M' -C, by (3.8). We choose fu to agree with g(X) in T17-{a} and to satisfy fu(a) =v(X).
Suppose a£<7. Then U is a flat of M', by (3.3), and 0(7= [7 or UKj{a}.
In the former case U is a point of M', by (3.8). We then choose fu to agree with g(U) in T17-{a} and to satisfy fu(a)=0.
In the latter case UKj{a} is a chain of TV'.
Suppose U, V and IF are the three points on a connected line L of M. We proceed to prove that fu, fr and/V are linearly dependent.
We discuss first the case a£L. We may suppose a£ VT\W and a£ <7, by (2.6). If U is a point of M' on 7/ then 0/7= [7, and ET is distinct from X and F. The line 77 is then connected, by 1(3.2). We can define v(X) by a path Q off By the definitions of fu, fv and fw we now have (4.5a) fu= ± (fv(a)fw -fwia)fv).
If C is the line U of M' we have 6U= LTUJaj, by (3.8). Then (4.5a)
follows at once from the definition of fxj. Thus (4.5a) holds whenever aEL, and the chains fUt fv and fw are linearly dependent in this case. Now suppose aEL. If C, V and W are points of M' and P is a line of Af' there is a linear relation between g(U), g(V) and g(W), by (2.4). A corresponding relation must hold between fu, fv and fw-In the remaining case 0P = PU(aj.
Then 9L is a connected plane of Af, by 1(2.3) and the fact that some point on dL must meet both P and {a}. By 1(3.4) there are connected lines Pr/, Lv and Lw on 6L, distinct from L, whch are on U, V and PF respectively. We can choose these lines to have no common point. For suppose P is such a common point. There is a point T', distinct from T and C, on Ly. By 1(3.4) there is a connected line P', distinct from Lv, on P and T'. Without loss of generality we may suppose (L(~\L')= V. Replacing Ly by P' we obtain three lines of the kind required. Write U' = (LYr\Lw), V = (PiyCiPr/) and W=(Lvr\Lv). We note that aE UT\ VT\W. Hence we can apply (4.5a) to the lines Lv, LY and Lw and obtain fu=± (fv(a)fw> -fw(a)fv), fv = ± (fw(a)fw -fw(a)fw), fw = + (fv(a)fv -fv'ia)fu')-Thus fu,fv and fw are linearly dependent in this case also. The preceding analysis shows that the chains fu, UEM satisfy the conditions of (2.5). They therefore generate a chain-group N on M such that Af = M(N). This implies that the fu are primitive chains of N, and hence that N is regular. But then M is regular, contrary to its definition. This contradiction establishes the theorem.
